Exposed poly seats and backs feature an eye-catching dimpled texture in a variety of standard colors.

Revelation Café Stools have a sturdy steel foot rest to make their 30” seat height even more comfortable.

From the first glance it’s apparent that Revelation is no average stack chair. The guest seating line’s striking design blends bold geometric shapes with sweeping curves to combine form and function in an entirely new way.

Revelation’s contemporary contours are more than just eye-catching; they allow the static chairs and café stools to fit as if they were designed for you. Similarly, the line’s optional arms flare slightly to provide support where you need it without intruding on your space.

The foundation of the Revelation line is the Four-Leg Stack Chair. It features a tubular steel frame and dimpled poly seat and back, that can be paired with upholstered seat or seat and back pads to coordinate with your décor. The field-replaceable pads require hand tools for removal, guaranteeing they will stay firmly in place until you decide to change them.

Revelation Café Stools bring the line’s high design to a whole new audience—those in informal lounge and dining settings. Café Stools raise the seat height to 30” from the Stack Chair’s 18”. A tubular steel foot ring that matches the frame ensures users will find sitting in them every bit as secure and comfortable as any of the chairs.

The back features an integrated molded handle that makes Revelation even easier to move and stack.

Molded poly arms curve and flare to complement the chair’s contemporary style and maximize space for the user.
Contours in the molded seat and back blend with Revelation’s bold rectangular shapes to create a unique contemporary look.

Field-replaceable upholstered seat and back pads are attached via hardware that can be removed with hand tools.

The upholstered seat pad has a waterfall design that wraps around the seat’s front edge for maximum comfort.

Regardles of its looks, a stack chair needs to do just that and Revelation does. The Four-Leg Stack Chair can be stacked 6-high on the floor or 10-high on a dolly to save space. However, it isn’t the only model capable of achieving great heights.

Four-Leg Wallsaver Chairs feature back legs that angle away from the back to keep it from marring adjacent walls. They also stack 6-high on the floor or 10-high on a dolly.

Four-Leg Chairs with Casters replace the Stack Chairs’ steel or polypropylene glides with nylon casters for unsurpassed mobility. They can also be stacked up to 6-high on the floor, though clean casters will yield the best results.

The last member of the Revelation family doesn’t stack at all. The Four-Leg Chair with Tablet Arm brings visual impact to training and educational settings. It pairs a Revelation Stack Chair with a 20.5" x 12" surface that flips up out of the way.

Regardless of the model you choose, Revelation will make a contemporary statement that fits your environment. The wide range of color combinations you can create with our standard poly offerings and frame finishes guarantee it.

Revelation Four-Leg Stack Chairs and Four-Leg Wallsaver Chairs can be stacked up to 10 high on a steel transport dolly.